
User story - Use of module during grossing (macroscopy)

Use of module during grossing (macroscopy)

Lohne Lab (33)
Laboratory engineer

Examine specimen macroscopically

Lohne Lab (33)
Laboratory engineer

Report results

User story - Use of synoptic report module during examination

Peder Pathologist (33)
Pathologist, with 2 years experience

Peder completes work on the report in LIMS, and 
prepares it for electronic transmission to recipients.

Create report

Peder opens a case from the worklist.
LIMS presents relevant case data (from 
request and lab work).
LIMS starts synoptic report module with no 
additional login.
The report module suggests a template based 
on relevant case data, and fills the template 
with data from the LIMS (request and 
grossing).

Receive results

Data flow From LIMS to synoptic report module:
Information from the clinical requisition and sample 
receival:
Number of sample material with associated organ 
(anatomical location) and extraction method
Possible information from grossing (macroscopy)

Transferred as a single data set (data collection).

Use of synoptic report module during examination

User/participant

Open case and start synoptic report module

Peder makes observations on slides (under a microscope or 
on a monitor).
He writes assessment, diagnostic text and documents 
structured data in the synoptic report module in a natural 
flow for the sample type.
The template that Peder uses, helps him to remember that in 
this case he must enter information about resection margins.
Since Peder is in doubt about the resection margins for this 
case, he uses easily accessible knowledge support that shows 
pictures and text with examples.

Examine, assess and document findings

Upon finishing the synoptic reporting, the 
module suggests a diagnostic text and the 
relevant underlying NORPAT codes.
This is transferred to LIMS with information he 
has provided in the template.
Peder can supplement the report in LIMS with 
his own conclusion and any additional codes or 
text for diagnosis.

Conclude and complete

From synoptic report module to LIMS:
All registered information in template
Suggested diagnosis with associated NORPAT codes.

Transferred as a single data set (collection of data) - dynamic 
structure that will have different content depending on what 
template being used.

User tasks

From synoptic report module to LIMS:
All registered information in template
Suggested diagnosis text with associated NORPAT 
codes.

Transferred as a single data set (collection of data) - 
dynamic structure that will have different content 
depending on what template being used.

Trigger for data flow Every change of content in the synoptic report moduleStart of the synoptic report module Synoptic report module completion and closing

Peder Pathologist (33)
Pathologist, with 2 years experience

Peder Pathologist (33)
Pathologist, with 2 years experience

Peder Pathologist (33)
Pathologist, with 2 years experience

LIMS:
When the synoptic report report is stored and sent 
from LIMS, synoptic data from the module must be 
stored/versioned. This can be done as part of storing 
the response message, or as a separate data set.

Signing/storing/distribution of synoptic report report 
(regardless of status).

All actors; requesters, copy receivers, EPJ, registries (cancer registry, quality registry etc)

Receive electronic report

Receive electronic pathology report in the normal way.
Everyone should take the opportunity to retrieve synoptic data from the 
response message (bundled in a pre- agreed and documented format).

Receiver:
Receive electronic pathology report v1.4 as usual.
The recipient has the opportunity to extract synoptic 
data from the answer report message.
The cancer registry and the bowel cancer screening 
program will reuse synoptic data from the answer 
report message.

Use of module after interruption Report results

User story - Use of module during examination - with interruption of work

Ove completes work on the report in LIMS, and 
prepares it for electronic transmission to recipients.

Create report

Ove opens a case from the worklist.
LIMS presents relevant case data (from 
request and lab work).
LIMS starts synoptic report module with no 
additional login.
The report module suggests a template based 
on relevant case data, and fills the template 
with data from the LIMS (request and 
grossing).

Data flow From LIMS to synoptic report module:
Information from the clinical requisition and sample 
receival:
Number of sample material with associated organ 
(anatomical location) and extraction method
Possible information from grossing (macroscopy)

Transferred as a single data set (data collection).

Use of module during examination

User/participant

Open case and start synoptic report module Examine, assess and document findings

Upon finishing the synoptic reporting, the 
module suggests a diagnostic text and the 
relevant underlying NORPAT codes.
This is transferred to LIMS with information he 
has provided in the template.
Ove can supplement the report in LIMS with his 
own conclusion and any additional codes or 
text for diagnosis.

Conclude and complete

From synoptic report module to LIMS:
All registered information in template
Suggested diagnosis with associated NORPAT codes.

Transferred as a single data set (collection of data) - 
dynamic structure that will have different content 
depending on what template being used.

User tasks

From synoptic report module to LIMS:
All registered information in template
Suggested diagnosis text with associated NORPAT 
codes.

Transferred as a single data set (collection of data) - 
dynamic structure that will have different content 
depending on what template being used.

Trigger for data flow Every change of content in the synoptic report 
module

Start of the synoptic report module Synoptic report module completion and closing

LIMS:
When the synoptic report report is stored and sent 
from LIMS, synoptic data from the module must be 
stored/versioned. This can be done as part of storing 
the response message, or as a separate data set.

Signing/storing/distribution of synoptic report report 
(regardless of status).

Ove Overlege (56)
Experienced pathologist, with 28 years 
experience.

Ove makes observations on slides and takes 
notes in the reporting module in a natural flow 
for the sample type.

Ove  observes the need for an additional 
analysis to support his assessment.
Ove pauses his work in the synoptic module 
with only a partly filled template.

Ove receives the additional slide and re- opens the case 
from worklist.
The LIMS starts the synoptic report module and presents 
previously registered information.

Ove continues his assessment , makes observations on 
the additional slide and documents structured data in the 
synoptic report module in a natural flow for the sample 
type.

Examine added slide, assess and document findingsWaiting for additional slide

Ove Overlege (56)
Experienced pathologist, with 28 years 
experience.

Break/pause

From LIMS to synoptic report 
module.:
Previously stored data for the 
case is reloaded to the 
synoptic report module and 
used to populate the 
template.

From synoptic report module 
to LIMS:
All registered information in 
template with associated 
NORPAT codes.

Transferred as a single data 
set (collection of data) - 
dynamic structure that will 
have different content 
depending on what template 
being used.

Ove Overlege (56)
Experienced pathologist, with 28 years 
experience.

Ove Overlege (56)
Experienced pathologist, with 28 years 
experience.

Open case and start synoptic report module

Lohne grosses(cuts) the sample material.
Lohne makes measurements of the sample material 
which she then enters in the selected template.

Desire: Knowledge support for macroscopy relevant 
to the selected template.

Lohne opens a case from the worklist.
LIMS presents relevant case data.
Lohne checks that the number of sample material 
matches the information in LIMS.
LIMS starts synoptic report module with no additional 
login.
The report module suggests a template based on 
relevant case data, and fills the template with data from 
the LIMS.

Data flow

User tasks

Trigger for data flow

From LIMS to synoptic report module:
Information from the clinical requisition and sample 
receival:
Number of sample material with associated organ 
(anatomical location) and extraction method shall be 
transferred as a single data set.

Start of the synoptic report module

From synoptic report module to LIMS:
All registered information in template
Suggested diagnosis with associated NORPAT codes.

Transferred as a single data set with a dynamic structure that will 
have different content depending on what template being used.

Every change of content in the synoptic report module
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User/participant


